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Communic ion oh the'Job:
AC, DC, and Well 'Grounded

Jeane L. Dille

AC and DC are el- trical energy systems which have serious consequenceb
*

when the system is not well grounded. So it is with airy other Subject or

course. No m ter what the subject
(
mattet is, serious sre'the consequences if

the course toes not hate a feedback loop--if it is not well grounded. If the

Cour'se 'ontent does not meet the student's needs and the level of need, seri-

ou- consequences can ensue. .Serious can mean boredom, discipline problemS,

coursesdropout: But even more serious, those communications courses designed to

equip the student With job-entry-level skills so that he can earn a living may

be inadequate, inappropriate - -or both! What I wish to share with you are not

just what the nonacademic student in Lane County, Oregon considers most impor-
,

\

- 1 4 .-----

tant in composition skills. I would like to suggest some ideas which can be

.

adopted or adapted to bring the content of your course--whatever it is--up-to-

date and .well grounded.

That expository writing is the style for bus on. ,

Expository writing ,meets the needs of academic or transfer students when they

are required to produce term papers, reports,-and theses. On this we can

agree. But those who are familiar with the trends,of the future recognize the

projection that by 1990, only 10 percent of,existing jobs will requite a,

2

college degree. So, the crucial information for the 'well grounded inseruc-

for is:t "What does the nonacademiE, general, terminal, vocational, non,7

transfer, or service employee need?" This is the group which will comprise

3
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up to 90 percent of our student population.

Dille -2

There are fewer than half-a-dozen studies on record of what the non-

academic, general student requires ih composition skills. Byt a survey /6f

what five levels of educators in Lane County, -Oregon rated importan gomposi-
.

12,

tion skills to job-entry-level industrial mechanics looks somethi like five

blind men
47

5-

describing an elephant, as shown by Chart I below:

t Chart I

Importance of 'Co'mmunication Tasks

as Rated by Groups

4-

3-

2-

1
. 00

A27 A29

EMPLOYEE (GROUP 1)

EDUCATORS K-8)(GROUP 3)

EDUCATORS 7-9)(GROUP 4)

EDUCATORS(10.12)(GROL115 5)

EDUCATORS (1314)(GhOUP 6)

EDUCATORS (14 +) ZGROUP 7)

A30 A31 A32 A33 V 4 A35 A36 .A37 A38

But why the oncerp about ipdu ial Mechanics? Industrial mechanics -are

,.
: described in the Dictionary of Occ ational Titles. And statistics on the'

$

i. ) increasing job' market for inditstr mechantg .are included in th m power

data banks of most states. Indu rial'mechanics include: appliatice r air-
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men', radio technicians, electronics'and radio repairmen, construction workers,

- air conditioning and refrigeration mechanics, auto mechanics, diesel mechanics,

heavy equipment maintenance workerS, welders, and aircraft repairmenamong

others. In,stfikt, industrial mechanics can represent the general, nonacademic,

or vocational population.

For the purposes" of a study to find out what composition skills are

4. o

considered importaht, educators 'thethe Oregon survey.were divided into grows:

kindergarten through grade 6, grades 7-9, grades 10-12, grades 1314 (the

comprehensive community college), and 14+ (the university level).

The only generalization one can'draw from the results of the study is that the

nearer the student approaches job-entry level, the more aware instructors at

that
4

level are of the student's composition needs and the level of those needs:
.

r.

Another unique aspect of this study it that it revolves around the
40/

philosophy that the job-entry-level Lndividual can tell what his communication

heeds are.. When asked in an objective, understandable, nonthreatening manner,.

the individual is not only able to. express his needs, but he is also articulate.

In the following chart

5 reptes is NECESSARY FOR GgTTING JOB AND IN DAILY USE
4, represe s NECESSARY IN DAILTUSE
3 represen IMPORTANT, bhp.ilat essential
2 represents ELPFUL
1 represents SELDOM N E

./4

The comiosition tasks,tested for are as follows:

fr

A-27 Writes logical reports which make sense
A-25 Gets the idea across in letterg'or reports

A--30 Uses acceptable grammar ,

Ar31 Writes sequentially; that is, step -by -step logical

description
A-3Z Uses good spelling
.&-33 Uses the terms of the trade in writing when necessary
A-34 Explains tht terms of the trade to customer or others

in writing when necessary /

5
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Probably the best news I can offer from the study is ttlat

v
the `two -year, cora- l

. .

prehensive community college instructors are more aware of the needs of the

students than any of the groups surveyed. Although there were discrepancies,

there were no significant differences between the two-year college instruc-

tors and the workers in their "ratings of importance of the composition

tasks. See Chart 2 below: Chart 2

-.Importance as Rated by Educators

Group 1....Woykers

141-f- Group 6..Educotors,A2 -IS

*.4.64 Group "T....Educators 14+

,14

0 A27 A29 A 0 ,A 1_ A 2 A33 A 4 .A35 A A37 A 8

But this group of Oucators should have been close to the needs of workers.-

c
The college communication skirls course was redesigned in 1970 on the bas1.4

v
-.°N.

. . .

of the results of a community needs.assessment.
3

Such a needs assessment
.-

, t

or survey of the, needs of the population can be extremely helpful for feed-

' - ,
.

back in keeping course offerings well grounded. Needs assessments provide

6'
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the goals for grounding the course. Feedback, or a survey, includes the

. .

a
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"A, B, C of Instructional Objectives, " .

4
as shown\below in Chart 3. .

Chart 3

Oecupation
---7-7,-)Task Analysis

Competepcies

.ObjeCtiVeSv
Ternmai Enabling

Program
Goals

Teaching
Strategies

(media selection)

adjust 1,,
objectives strategies

REVISE

Instruction

Evaivation
learners
materials

.Priscilla Hardin - Instructiodal Materials Development, 1976

To construct well grounded curricula, the goals lead to the objectives--

those tasks which must be performed to accomplish identified goals. For al-

most all jobs, positions, or professions there are task analyseslists of

tasks the.worker in that position must perform. Task analyses are probably

available from the local state board of education. Specialists at the state
.

V
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level compile task analyses and update them.regularly. These task analyses.

_list tasks required of the emplo.ee in that category. From updated task

analyses, Curricula are written. 'Unfortunately, we OFTEN write'our course

descriptions and our lesson plans based on what WE were taught, HOW we were

taught, and (pow we manage to do the SAME THING in the SAME WAY without regard

. ,

either to the changing needs of the student a to the Changing demands of the,

society. This latter approach I label: "Things are more like they are here

now than they-have ever been before." 4

But when comparing workers' ratings of the importance of the eomposition

tasks, which were taken from the job analyses, faith the ratings hssigned by

structors at the community college andthe university levels to these

. skills, it is apparent that there is a discrepancy between what the workers

considers NECESSARY or IMPORTANT and what educators consider NECESSARY dr

IMPORTANT. On Chart 2, there are areasewhichv rkers consider more impor-

tant 'th'In do educators. But rather than extendi g the length of the course,

one method for improving the grounding would be to place more emphasis on

activities and assignments whiaI6F-entry-level,workers consider more

important *Ilan do educators and, at the same time, spend-less time and effort

on tasks or activities which the educator considers more important, than do

students. 'Redesigning a course to make it well grounded goes back to the goal,

in Chart 3: to equip an identified student audience with certain composition,

skills. Then, abstract from the appropriate task analysis what the-etudent

has to know or,perform to achieve those goals. Find out from workers on

tht- firing line how important the tasks listed on the task analysis are to

him. Then structure the course accordingly. Such a methodology should result

se^

SO
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in a better grounded composition course. It shoulde far better' grounded .

than establishing priorities based upon preVious courses taken and chatting

with peers. (This is really more like navel-watching.)

Another methodology for making sure that the English composition course

is .well grounded is. to utilize the services of- an advisory committee, Such

practice& have long been used in cdeer and vocational courses; the practice is

becoming more widely accepted in the humanities. Most 'state board of education

offices, The Ohio State University, or ERIC offer guidebooks giving a "cookbobk

approach" on how to select, organize, cooperate with, and--yes--manipulate,

an advisory committee. Such a committee not only gives direogion such as

'information on future trends and the demands of the larger community, but it

can also be an asset in course planningTespeciaIly implementation of budget
4

priorities--as well as in student placement. The representation or Membership
. ,

of an advisory commitee is important. pful individuals who'are in a

position to contribute to your cu ent classes'Could include recent graduates

who can tell "how it is" o Ahere-- feedback - -from the job market. Members of

the businaSs community w o are potential employers of your students as well
Y

as members of the t-haying community'can:point out areas or,i portance

and future trends. Again, feedback:

Yet another aspect of the well grounded approach to English composition

erl

. 4

is the interdisciplialy approach. There is much research to prove that the

interdisciplinary approath is more e'ffiOrgtrt--ancl more effective. The inter-
,

disciplinary approach is a recurring trendin English institutions. on

your campus or among your acquaintances are representatives of other courses

or disciplines, it can be,beneficial to find out what plans they have for Your

9



mutual students. What are students doihg in their.other classes that you can .

ow. work into you own lesson plans? How can, courses complement one another?

Does theappliance'repair, the philosophy, or the elecirOnics student have
.11w

to write a report? Can't that report fulfill the requirements of both courses?

It would give a "doubleganger" effect. Would that sharing strengthen .the .

student's background in writing and give himebetter grounding in the composi-

tion skills he needs? Sucha practice is not cheating.- For'instance,, lest.

year I did one project and, with.the instructors' prior approval, received

credit for it in four separate courses. The project was larger than I would

have done.for any one of the courses, but all of'the requirements were ful-

filled in accordance with prior .conferences with the instructors. Trite, die.

project may have been graded on the basis'of its weight rather than dn its

content. But I believe that the project was judged on the basis of its meeting

the requirements of the' vertu 'ourses ether than on its weight. But WHY

NOT permit the English ,composition dssi ent to carry over into another chosen

. field? Aren't comp ition skills supposed to pe to and complement all areas

of life?

Mill anot er approach to the well grounded English compos on course is
4

to include.on the advisory committee members of education levels ABOVE an

BELOW the level you teach. For instance, Chart 1 reflects what kindergarten-

through-university-level educators consider important in composition tasks.
q

Maybe we can get a clue Why, from the middle school upward, students are

experiencing difficulty in learning composition skills. At the kindergarten-
.

through-grade-six level, composition skills are' introduced. The university

level offers the courses required of teachers for certification. Chart 4

indicates those composition tasks which educators consider less important than

19'
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do workers. Indicates items where educators undereStimated tbe;importaace

to workers. °Indicates items where educators significantly underestimated

the importance to workers'.
Chart 4

Importance Underestimated by
Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Group 6 Group 7.

Educators Educators Educators, Educators Educators
0--

A -27 Writes logical_reports
which make sense C) C

A-29 CCts the idea across
in letters or reports c) e

A-30 Uses acceptable.grammar . 0 0

E-31 Writes sequentially;
that is, step-by-step
logical description a 0 si

b o

E -32 Uses good spelling

A-33 Uses the terms of the
trade in writing when
necessary

A-34 Explains the terms
of the trade to cus-
tomers or others in
writing when necessary O

()Significant at the .05 level. '

From Chart 4, it becomes apparent that with the exception of Group 5,

educators grades 10-12, educators underestimate' the importance of writing
0*,

skills which are necessary elements of expository writing. Further, it is

4
apparent from Chart 1 that Group 5, educators 10-12, realize the importance

of these tasks to graduating seni7swho are at job-entry level. It is also

\

dreadfully apparent that Group 5 educators are trying to compensate for the

nine years during which educators may have
,
underestimated the impoitance--

in four instances significantly underestimated the importance to workers--

of these basic composition tasks.

We have discussed including on advisory committees: (1) members of the

various levels of education, (2) fosrmer students now on the job, and (3)



members o the business community - -all for the express purpose, of redesigning

the course so that it meets the needs of the student. From learning theory,

4
.it becomes apparent that certain tasks are best taught at specific levels of

human development. For instance, composition skills are introduced at'the

elementary level. They are reviewed, reinforced, and expanded during grades

7:9. In reality, introducing composition skills above the ninth-grade level

is remedial: An advisory committee that represents education at all levels,

permits teachers to see what the students' needs are` and how. the educator, at

his particular level, cai 9mplement and enhance the efforts of those instruc-

tors who precede (as well as those educators who follow) in the sequence of

educating students. If educators are the professionals we all consider our-

selves to be, we will redesign our composition courses so th4 the student

progresAses in an orderly, systematic, and appropriate manner tb perform the

various tasks which represent his goal.

The results of the present researdhin the Lane County, Oregon area have

reinforced what most of us already believed about English composition skills.

4 4

There is a basis or foundation of expository composition skills which are -

necessary for ALL students--be they transfer, terminal, general6ocational;
,

A. '

or re-training. Expository writing rates high in Importance among vocational

students--higher than all levels except high school educatord t d.

Several methods were suggested to insure that English comppsition

courses are well grounded. Suggestions for 6btaining feedback include sur-

veying the needs of peopae who use it, inviting ,former stu ents to the class,

utilizing advisory committees which include members of the bus ess community.1

mid recent graduates. .In aadition, the adviso, t tee should h-cilwle
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levels ,c4'educqtqrs above and below that which is being taught. Such arepre-
.;,.

. .

senthtive adviSory. comralttee would help insure that a consistent, systematic,

Y1,
and aw'ron'riate co rse of well grounded material is offered. We have evidence

!

that the stud4ts,perceie their communication needs. Further, they want well
. ... ,..

' , I,

.

.
grounded' courses e also ha-10:14hfways to identify what' the students'

. .

1, ,

.., - .

needs andadvel of needs are. Through well grounded English composition

. , .

,courses, the student is.assisted in his development of logical thinking, df

...
4 ei, '

.4.

0

el

.,

D

a.

.

-value-setting,and of critical analysis--all of which are necessary to the

. At ,

well'irdunded individual ifi the'larger community to make his life and to

make his living.

j
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